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Desiring Outer Space and its man-made structures to be kept safe from war,

Confident that measures taken against the militarization of Outer Space will be in the benefit for
all parties concerned,

Fully Aware that many countries have assets in space important to the civilian infrastructure of
those states,

Emphasizing the importance of demilitarizing space,

Defines space based weapons as any device or instrument that may cause harm to a satellite in
orbit, including, but not limited to, physical damage, corruption, delays, signal jams, signal
impairment impairments, diminishment of signals, deactivation of satellites, or delays of
satellites.

Recalling the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use
of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, a 1967 UN resolution banning
the use of nuclear weaponry in outer space and affirming that the UN charter is applicable to
outer space,

1. Suggests the creation of the Convention to Maintain the Peaceful Use of Outer Space,
a. The convention will draft a treaty to disarm and demilitarize any space related

weapons, platforms, or malware possessed or contracted by any state,
b. Delegation to the Convention will be optional for all nations, however it is

strongly suggested that nations currently involved in Space exploration,
exploitation, or advancement, become involved in the convention,

i. Participation in the convention will offer access to an uninterrupted
satellite network free from the threat of ASATS,

1. This will ensure equitable and uninfringed access to civilian
satellite infrastructure,

c. The convention will be given the authority to enforce and facilitate the
disarmament and deactivation of space based weapons,



i. Space based weapons capable for the sole purpose of defense will not be
disarmed,

ii. Vessels with the sole purpose of exploration are not to be disarmed,
iii. Refusing to demilitarize will result in expulsion from the convention,
iv. Research of ASATs that do not cause space debris is allowed, but

manufacturing of new ASATs that cause debris is not allowed under the
convention,

2. Recommends that any and all states currently active in space or with a declared interest to
be active in space act in a fully transparent manner as to their actions, motives, programs,
and research concerning space,

a. States shall be required to submit statements of their actions, motives, programs
and research,

1. The statements will be made publicly available on the UNODA’s website,
3. Declares accordingly that attacks made against government or privately owned civilian

satellite infrastructure be treated as an attack against conventional civilian infrastructure,
a. This would mean that an attack on civilian satellite infrastructure would be a

serious violation of the Geneva Convention of 1949,
b. Civilian satellite infrastructure shall be defined as satellite infrastructure for the

purpose of civilian or civil communication, navigation systems, or emergency
systems,

4. Recommends that nations that unintentionally cause harm, either physical, digital,
electrical, or mechanical, be held legally liable for all damages done,

a. For legally binding measures to prevent the militarization and weaponization of
outer space to be put forward jointly with the legal committee,

i. Legally binding measures would mainly involve monetary fines, up to
25% of the satellites original cost,

1. Fines would be used as a source of funding for the aforementioned
convention and enforcements of any treaties they decide to pass,

5. Further invites all nations with satellite infrastructure to independently or jointly develop
plans, defenses, and countermeasures for possible cyber attacks on their satellites,


